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4.3. Design and Functionalities of Spatial Data Platforms

In our platform review, the spatial data platforms were broadly categorized into
two categories based on the role of the map view and the browsing functionality. Inter-
active map-type platforms were centered on the map view and had many similarities to
traditional desktop GIS software. In catalog-type platforms, the attribute information was
accompanied by a map view, and not the other way around. We also identi�ed a sub-type,
an encyclopedia, and bibliography-catalog type. It differs from the catalog-type by the
system architecture, that is, it features more diverse data types, sources, and is technically
more complex. We had restricted our review to platforms that presented data layers in a
map view. However, the use of the map view varied between platforms ( Table 5; Figure 2);
while six platforms operated with an interactive map view, six platforms acted as data
catalogs with index maps and two platforms as combined encyclopedias/bibliographies
with a map view.

Table 5. Spatial data platforms classi�ed by properties of architecture and main functionalities.

Properties No. of Platforms Proportion (%) Example

Platform type

(1) Interactive map 6 50 NameSampo, Ancient Genomes Atlas
(2) Data catalog (with index map) 5 38 D-Place, Ethnologue, WALS Online
2B) Encyclopaedia/bibliography catalog
with an interactive map view (subtype of 2)

1 1 Database of Religious History

Layer management tools

Change layer order 1 8 Finnish Heritage Agency
Change layer opacity (transparency) 4 33 HistoGIS

Data query on the map

Select area tool 4 33 NameSampo, Finnish Heritage Agency
Information tool 2 17 Ancient Genomes Atlas, D-Place

Cartographic map elements

View/hide labels, change symbol 3 22 D-place, Glottolog, Finnish Heritage Agency
Legend 6 50 D-Place, Glottolog
Scale bar 4 33 Finnish Heritage Agency, HistoGIS
Index map 2 17 OldMapsOnline, Ethnologue

Navigation tools

Zoom in/zoom out 12 100 -
Pan map (grab hand) 12 100 -

Measurement tools 2 17
Ancient Human DNA, Finnish

Heritage Agency

Presentation of attribute information and metadata

Catalog (table view) or list of
�elds (attributes)

10 83 D-Place, HistoGIS, Ancient Human DNA

Custom attribute information
pop-up window

1 8 Ancient Genomes Atlas

No attribute information/metadata only 1 8 OldMapsOnline

Spatial data download option

Objects and numerical formats (.shp,
GeoJSON, .csv, .kml, .kmz, .gpx)

7 58 D-Place, Ancient Human DNA

No download option 3 22
AncientGenomes, Database of

Religious History

Density surface 2 17 Database of Religious History, NameSampo
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(Section 4.4) found that zooming with the scroll wheel was more intuitive. Scale bar is a
map feature usually added to interactive map type of platforms, and it was applied in four
of the reviewed platforms (Table 5; Figure 2).

Our review revealed, that using index maps to ease locating the shown map area in
a wider geographical context was not widely adopted. The tendency of discarding this
function was observed to be independent of the type of spatial data platform or historical
scienti�c theme. Tools for measuring straight-line distances on the map were also requested
by our participant users, to gain insight into the objects' geospatial relationship.

4.4. User-Centred Design of Multidisciplinary Spatial Data Platforms

Our test case, the URHIA (Uralic Historical Atlas) spatial data platform, aims to meet
the needs of a broad group of end-users, such as historians, linguists, and geographers from
the area of North-Eastern Europe and Western Siberia. The philosophy of the platform was
to serve multidisciplinary research by being inclusive, i.e., not excluding users based on
scienti�c �elds or other background factors. Based on the literature review, we chose to
strive for this goal by adopting an inclusive participatory design process, familiar from the
computer sciences [56]. Inclusive meant inviting representatives from relevant scienti�c
�elds (biology, linguistics, archaeology, geography) and IT support, as well as a team of
four geoinformatics experts to sit around a common table (Figure 3). In the process, we
chose to apply the following UCD methods (cf. [ 32]): identi�cation of stakeholders and
end-users, working with a focus group, asking end-users to evaluate existing technology
and prototyping. These methods were applied and timed in such a way that end-users were
involved early in the process, their needs were mapped and the content and functionalities
of the spatial data platform were discussed with them (cf. [21,55,56]).

Figure 3. Roles and main communication routes in the design process of a multidisciplinary spatial
data platform, and main end-user pro�les. End-users can have a dual role in the process, as subject
experts and users of the platform.

Following the UCD guidelines, the URHIA design process was initiated with several
core group meetings. These meetings dealt with the purpose of the platform, as well as key
concepts, user groups, and content, i.e., the datasets to be included in the platform. The
meetings were kept small to clarify participants' roles and involved experts with varying
pro�les: from subject �elds (e.g., linguistics), geography, and IT. These meetings were
usually arranged between geographers and either subject experts or IT experts. These
meetings produced preliminary, shared expectations, common terminology, a list of key
stakeholders, and a working title for the spatial data platform.




































